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by Constantinos Kyprianou

We present a method for designing directional fields on discrete surfaces, that align to
the movement of a dynamic mesh, which is animated by rigging and skinning. We
exemplify how aligning the mesh to the direction of the movement serves to reduce
discretization artifacts in the deformation. Our method designs a non-orthogonal and
non-uniform field that respects creases and the movement patterns of the mesh, and
uses it to create quad meshes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Meshing plays an important role in the quality of a dynamic geometric model, by
influencing the visual and numerical quality of simulations working on this model.
There is a plethora of methods for meshing, producing good results for static meshes.
Most mesh generation methods focus on generating the mesh based solely on a specific
model pose, and do not take into account any information about the animation and
movement of the model to obtain compatible meshes. Such approaches leave many
variables uncontrolled, like taking into account the position of the joints. Therefore,
they are prone to discretization artifacts, like poor alignment to features. We propose a
method to design a mesh that aligns with the direction of the movement of a geometric
model, by considering its flexibility and movement profile.

We consider dynamic meshes that are animated by a rig skeleton, and move according
to skinning weights. This is a very common paradigm for performing to perform
character animation. In summary, the intuition behind this technique is that a set
of "bones" is defined for the mesh, with each bone controlling a part of the mesh
(e.g. thigh bone). The skinning weights are defined on the vertices of the surface
mesh, and control how much each bone affects each vertex (some vertices are affected
by multiple bones). The reader should not confuse this definition of skinning with
skinning methods, as the latter refers to skin deformation methods.

There are several methods to compute skinning weights form a rig skeleton. We design
a directional field on triangulated surfaces, which is aligned to the given skinning
weights as much as possible. At the same time, it tries to preserve certain important
properties, like alignment, smoothness and orthogonality. Since these properties almost
always counter each other, the solution lies in finding the best balance between them.
We formulate a quadratic energy and perform a global optimization to achieve this.
More on directional fields in Chapters 2 and 3.

The basic intuition behind our method is that skinning weights are related to the
movement of the surface. We consider bone projections on faces to obtain directions,
and we utilize the skinning weights to define certain per face dominance regions.
We consider three such configurations: 1-bone dominance, 2-bone dominance, and
many-bone. In other words, for a single face we define how dominant the top weighted
bone is, how dominant the 2 top weighted bones are, and so on. These regions control
what we align to, and how, since we consider multiple directionals and blend them
together. Nonetheless, aligning to several, and possibly conflicting, directionals at
the same time requires using very general directional fields, such as PolyVectors. The
methodology is described in detail in Chapter 4.
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We design a directional field that is then used to obtain a quad parametrization which
will be used to further obtain a quad mesh. Quad meshes are preferred when it comes
to animation, as they naturally align to curvature directions and suit the modeling of
certain parts, like limbs. A key feature that a quality mesh should possess is proper
alignment near joints, as this is critical to obtain visually good deformations, which
is also an area that quad meshes are suitable for. Despite all these, the automatic
generation of quad meshes is a challenging task, and an important reason is the fact
that many desirable quality criteria (e.g. alignment, orthogonality, smoothness) can
conflict with each other.

Relevant works found in the literature do not base their methods on the skinning
weights. Instead, they address compatibility to the animation by using other means,
such as mesh sequences of key frames, or a database of examples. We aim specifically
for dynamic alignment by using skinning weights, to obtain good meshes.

Quality meshes are critical to the performance of skinning methods. Skinning methods
are responsible for skin deformation and are an important part of the animation pipeline.
Common skinning methods have several limitations and cause deformation artifacts.
Some such techniques are discussed in the literature, along with their drawbacks
and main advantages. Bad quality meshes enhance those artifacts even more, and
generally have heavy impact on the visual quality of the model’s simulations. Our
meshes perform very well regardless of the skin deformation technique applied.

More formally, we present a method that does the following:

• Directional Field Design Design a directional field on the surface of the mesh,
aligned to the skinning weights in the best way possible.

• Mesh Generation Use the directional field that we designed to perform quadri-
lateral re-meshing in order to properly align the mesh to the properties defined
by the field.

Finally, we produce and present results for various examples, both simple and more
extreme. We explore and evaluate the different elements of our methods through the
results section. Finally, we showcase our post re-meshing result, compared with the
original input mesh.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Skinning Methods

Skinning methods are the part of the computer animation pipeline that controls how
the mesh of the animated model deforms, according to a rig skeleton defined and
controlled by the animator. We broadly divide skinning methods into three categories:
geometric, physical-based, and example-based. Our contribution exclusively
addresses the first one, but given a rig skeleton, it can be applied to methods of other
categories as well.

Geometric methods deform the model mesh using the current pose of the character
at any given time, by calculating where each vertex should be. Geometric skinning
methods generally offer high performance and are suitable for real-time applications.
These methods will be further split into direct and variational.

Direct methods explicitly compute the position of each vertex in the mesh by blending
the deformation of the rig in a closed-form formula. The first model introduced in
this category, and one of the most commonly used, is the linear blend skinning (LBS)
[MTLT88], whose blending functions are affine transformations, each associated with
a handle. A handle represents a guiding direction for the mesh deformation, and
affects the vertices according to the skinning weight function for that handle. This
method is widely used mainly by real-time applications, due to its computational
efficiency, and straightforward GPU implementation. However, the simple linear
blend skinning generates very noticeable volume loss artifacts. These are known as
the elbow collapsing artifact (when joints are bent by ~180 degrees) and the candy
wrapper artifact (when joints are twisted by a significant rotation). They are caused
because of the linear combination of rotations that are relatively largely different.
Furthermore, the weight assignment is a tedious process, which used to be done
manually. An example is [JSW05], which requires the artist to manually specify the
control handles. Now more state-of-the-art automate this process. Notable examples
are [BP07; Jac+11; DDL14]. There are many existing approaches, and often the
artists have to manually tune stuff to improve the results.

Non-linear techniques like [Ale02; For+07; YSZ06], prevent volume loss and generally
create better deformations. However, they lead to other artifacts, as described in the
course [Jac+14], and also make the process non-linear. One of the most common
non-linear techniques is the dual quaternion skinning (DQS) [Kav+08]. This method
avoids linear combinations of rotations by, instead, using unit dual quaternions to
represent and blend rigid transformations for each vertex. Linear combination of
unit dual quaternions further requires normalization, for a unit dual quaternion to be
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obtained. The intermediate step introduced in DQS ends by converting each of the
resulting unit dual quaternions to a transformation matrix for a single vertex. Despite
overcoming the previous artifacts, DQS suffers from an artifact that creates buldges
at joints while bending [KH14]. This issue is generally resolved manually, which is
not preferable, and can be tedious. Finally, even though linearity is lost with dual
quaternion skinning, every operation of the method is closed-form, and thus can be
implemented very efficiently.

Our method requires the specification of an underlying skeleton along with the
associated triangulated mesh, so that we can calculate skinning weights, that are our
input. Therefore, it can be applied to all of the pre-mentioned methods and categories.
In the category that follows, our technique will not be applicable to all of the methods,
since a rig skeleton is not necessarily present. Therefore, skinning weights cannot be
obtained from the standalone input used in such methods.

Variational methods pose the task as an optimization problem, minimizing an energy
function, which typically measures deformation. Variational methods generally require
iterative solvers. There are linear variational methods that have certain problems as
discussed in [BS08]. This led to the development of non-linear techniques [Jac+12;
SA07]. These are slower to optimize, their complexity grows non-linearly with the size
of the mesh, and struggle to reach interactive framerates. However, [Jac+12] uses a
reduced model, thus they combine the benefits of variational and direct methods. They
minimize some shape energy, but instead of doing so on the shape itself, they restrict
the available degrees of freedom and therefore have a lower-dimensional deformation
subspace. Many variational methods, including [Jac+12; SA07], require both a skeleton
and skinning weights, making them suitable to be used with our method.

2.2 Meshing

We define and cover two categories of meshing techniques: dynamic and static. We
refer to the meshing techniques that mainly interest us as dynamic, meaning the
ones that operate on mesh sequences, or a moving skeleton. Our goal is to ensure that
the meshing is compatible throughout the animation. In an analogous manner, static
methods operate on a given mesh pose, and don’t take into account information
regarding the movement. The number of works targeting dynamic meshes is very
limited, when compared to the static ones.

Our work focuses on the generation of quadrilateral meshes, since they are best suited
for joint alignment, and can always be converted to triangles for utilization of modern
graphics cards [Bom+13]. At the same time, they offer natural alignment to curvature
directions and are suitable for the modeling of most animated character parts, like
limbs. There are certain quality criteria that characterize a quad mesh, like regularity,
orthogonality, anisotropy, smoothness. However, despite all the positives of quad
meshes, defining and satisfying these criteria is not trivial, as they compete with each
other. Furthermore, there may be applicatoin specific criteria that a mesh is targeted
at. For the aforementioned reasons and others, the task of automatically producing
good quad meshes is challenging. [Bom+13] is a good source of information on quad
meshes.
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2.2.1 Static Meshing

[KNP07] presents a linear parametrization algorithm that takes as input a user-
defined frame field and maps it to a single vector field on a branched covering. The
singularities are defined by the input field. By optimizing an energy and using a
Hodge decomposition, they produce an integrable vector field that is used to generate
a quad mesh. [Jak+15] describes a method that uses a RoSy field to remesh a surface,
using a local smoothing operator. The meshes produce exhibit high isotropy, and
good alignment on sharp features.

[Dia+15] describes a framework for designing curl-free PolyVector fields that align
to user-defined constraints, aiming to provide a better parametrization. While it
can produce good integrable fields, they require non-linear optimization used to
enforce integrability. [BZK09] is a field guided method based on an integer valued
representation. Beginning with an input mesh, this method requires some constraints
to be defined by the user, especially on sharp features. Using the input mesh, a
cross field is generated, that interpolates those constraints. They automatically define
singularities and use a mixed-integer optimization for global parametrization, which is
used to extract a quadrilateral mesh. In practice, automatic methods like [BZK09]
and [Dia+15] are highly desirable, because they avoid specifying singularities.

As standard practice, including aforementioned methods, meshes used in animation
are the first part of the animated model that gets designed. The definition of a skeleton
and any deformation information come after the mesh. Subsequently, the artist that
creates the mesh must take into account the possible deformations that the model is
going to undergo. This includes any amount of influence that the artist may have,
depending on the technique being used. As a result, the process becomes tedious,
significantly longer, and introduces room for error and inconsistency.

Even methods that are fully automatic, basically attempt to produce results that are
on par to what an artist-influenced method would produce. Typically, they operate
on a single pose of the model to be animated, again with no skeleton defined. As such,
they lack any information concerning the animation and possible deformations of the
mesh.

Currently, automatic static methods, that operate on a single character pose, cannot
produce acceptable results for immediate use. There is always the need for manual
work by an artist. The main issue lies in the fact that by operating on a single pose,
we limit ourselves from capturing information about critical points that require focus,
leading to discretization artifacts. For example, regions near the joints of a model’s
mesh are very critical, mainly in terms of proper alignment and density. However, by
taking into account dynamics, we enable ourselves to be able to enforce the properties
that we want at those critical areas.

2.2.2 Dynamic Meshing

In [Yao+09], the user specifies a skeleton in the model, represented as a collection of line
segments. Then, they construct what they call a poly-pipe, which is an approximated
representation of the original model created by inflating the skeleton, and consists of
only quad faces. Finally, the model is parameterized by the poly-pipe, and compatible
quadrangulation is performed. This method requires significant amount of input.
An example-based method that also works with sketching is presented in [Mar+15].
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They create a database with quadrangulation rules/patterns, that are extracted from
models manually designed by artists. The user is able to interactively sketch the
desired flow of the edges, by drawing lines on the surface. Afterwards, the system
queries the database to find appropriate patterns to fill the interior of each sketch.
The consistency and compatibility, in this case, are aimed to be attained by utilizing
these manually designed patterns.

[Mar+13] presents a quadrangulation method, compatible with the animation, that
takes as input a sequence of shapes (deformations of a single triangle mesh) with point
to point correspondence. As such, each individual triangle has a known sequence of
deformation sampled by key frames. Analyzing these deformations for each specific
triangle, a cross field is initialized, taking into account several factors, which is used
to extract a quad mesh. This method depends on the poin to point correspondence.
In a similar setting, [MH16] takes as input a collection of 3D shapes, explore their
correspondence (not necessarily point to point), and extract feature lines independently
for each shape, that are used to align separate cross fields. Next, they generate quad
meshes from the fields and they proceed to design a cut graph that aligns all of the
shapes in a common parametric domain. The independent nature of the algorithm has
an impact on non-aligned regions. The most recent method, presented in [Aze+17],
aims for an approximate consistency between a pair of shapes. Given a pair of triangle
meshes, with a given correspondence, a cross field is calculated on each shape mesh,
and a magnitude of consistency is enforced, which can be altered. Finally, the two
meshes are quadrangulated separately, maintaining the consistency. This method
allows for focus only on specific shapes of the object.

Generally, using the skeleton instead of a sequence of key frames can be advantageous.
Firstly, it allows for automatic detection of where the joints are and where the
deformation happens, whereas when using a key frame sequence one has to estimate
that. And secondly, there isn’t any issue about correspondence, which is required when
dealing with mesh sequences. Correspondence can either be there when the meshes
are designed, which is good; or created later, which is inconvenient and can cause
problems. On the other hand, dealing with a mesh sequence rather than a skeleton
can be advantageous when it comes to features and animations that aren’t associated
with the skeleton, like facial features, since we wouldn’t be able to distinguish the
important parts with a skeleton.

2.3 Directional Fields

The method presented in [IBB15] creates a non-orthogonal frame field on a sketched
object to enrich the shading and texturing of the sketch, when it’s given textures. The
authors discuss how their fields can be of direct use to quad meshing algorithms, where
smoothness, orthogonality or non-orthogonality can be desired. [CDS10] presents a
method to create a smooth directional field on discrete surfaces, based on a set of
singularities. It revolves around how we can map one tangent space to another and ulti-
mately create a connection to move a vector along a surface consistently (independent
of the path taken). These connections have several uses in mesh processing.

For detailed general information on directional fields, including synthesis, design and
applications we refer the reader to [Vax+16]. This survey introduced a consistent
taxonomy of fields, as there are term inconsistencies in the literature. When some
form of direction field synthesis is needed in an application, the question arises of
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which synthesis method (using which representation and which discretization) is best
suited.

In order to optimize for the “best” directional field for a given application, the notion
of “best” has to be defined and formulated. For this, there are multiple factors to be
considered, like the topology of the field, different constraints, and the fairness of the
field. The most common way to measure the fairness of a field is by using the Dirichlet
energy, measuring how variable, or rather, non-similar, the field is between adjacent
tangent spaces. In the case that other objectives are desired, such as orthogonality
and feature alignment, there may be competition between all of the properties, and a
balance is required.

Our goal is to design the directional field that is the “best” for the purpose of dynamic
meshing. Initially, the target is to obtain a smooth cross field that aligns to the
weight functions predefined on the model. We are interested in the alignment and
smoothness currently, but other properties may appear necessary along the way. We
make use of [Kn13] to obtain the globally optimal result from a combination of energies.
Furthermore, it allows the control of the influence of each energy, to possibly adapt
results even better.

As an extension, we aim to obtain a PolyVector field [Dia+14], which is a more
general and less restricted form of directional fields than the cross field. No vector is
necessarily related to another in terms of symmetry and magnitude. For this, we need
to align two vectors instead of one, which is more challenging, but at the same time
more rewarding. PolyVectors offer better alignment because they are more flexible,
given that they are handled properly. However, orthogonality is not default and needs
to be controlled by extra energy terms. Furthermore, when working with PolyVectors,
we can also vary the density of the discretization in spot of significance, primarily
near the joints.
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Chapter 3

Background

In this Chapter we detail the key components required for our approach.

3.1 Rigging and Skinning

In computer animation, the standard way of animating characters or objects with
joints is by using a skeleton. This is a popular approach, since reducing the animation
work to the manipulation of a skeleton is simple and intuitive. This concept was
introduced in [MTLT88]. With such techniques, a character is represented by two
parts: a hierarchy of connected bones (skeleton or rig), and a surface mesh (or skin).
Typically, a polygonal mesh is used, which is a visual representation of an object that
is to be animated, as a list of vertices V = {v1, . . . , vn} ∈ R3 with 3D positions
and a list of faces F , with consequently a set of edges E. The faces are formally the
constant connectivity of of the vertices, and are the element to be rendered.

We work with such a meshM = {V ,E,F}, to which a rigging was made. Rigging is
the process of creating the skeleton for a character (or articulated object), given the
character’s visual representation. It is typically done manually by the artist. A rig
is a hierarchy of a set of transformation matrices, each representing a bone. These
transformations are the one thing that changes throughout the animation, and are
what guides it. We represent the rig as a graph G = {J ,B}, composed of a list of
joints J = {j1, . . . , jn} ∈ R3, and connectivity list of bones B. Figure 3.1 provides
an illustration of this process.

The mesh deforms accordingly by considering the transformations prescribed for the
rig, in a process called skinning. In this work, we target skinning using precomputed
weights: Every pair of bone b ∈ B and mesh vertex v ∈ V are assigned a (time-
independent) weight wb,v which are a partition of unity over the bones:

∑
b∈B wb,v = 1.

Consider the transformation Tb prescribed to a bone, then the transformation of a
vertex position is:

v′ =

∑
b∈B

wb,vTb

 v (3.1)

.
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Figure 3.1: Example of applying a rig to a mesh. And after skinning
showcasing deformation by animating the rig. Figure obtained from
[BP07].
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3.2 Directional Fields

Directional fields are the assignment of a directional object to every tangent space
in some tangent bundle on an ambient space. A directional object is a collection
of vectors and directions (vectors without magnitude), usually without predefined
ordering. Directional fields discussed in this work, like many similar ones, are defined
on the surfaces of triangle meshes.

More specifically, we use a face-based representation in which the planes that support
the triangles are the tangent planes. Given a mesh M = {V ,F}, we consider the
plane defined on every face f ∈ F as a single tangent space, and the entirety of F
as the tangent bundle. According to this definition, since one directional object is
defined on each face, the directional field is piece-wise constant.

3.2.1 Connections

We need to perform comparisons between the vectors (or directional objects) in the
directional field in some way, so that we obtain desired properties, such as smoothness.
But since the vectors on the faces are defined in different tangent spaces, a way is
needed to map one space to the other. A solution to this is to use a connection, which
describes how a vector will change when moving from one tangent space to another,
as it moves along a surface.

We use the discrete Levi-Civita connection, defined on the complex space C. Complex
numbers exhibit a useful property regarding symmetry, by allowing the mapping
of multiple vectors to a single one. For details, we refer [CDS10]. This connection
is used to compare two vectors uf , ug ∈ R3 that are in the tangent spaces of the
adjacent faces f , g ∈ F . This requires the vectors to be in local (2D) complex number
representation uf c, ugc ∈ C, which is trivial, by setting one coordinate as the real part
and the other as the imaginary part. Note that from this point everything we refer to
in this subsection will be in complex form, without labeling it. The comparison is done
through the common edge e ∈ E (set of all edges) of the two faces, which is respectively
converted to the two complex numbers (vectors) ef , eg ∈ C. For normalized vectors,
LC-parallelity between uf , ug is defined as:

uf ēf = ug ēg, (3.2)

where ē is denoted as the complex conjugate of e, used to obtain the angle between
each pair of vectors.

3.2.2 Frame Fields

We use an N -PolyVector field, which is a set of N tangent vectors, and each N -
PolyVector is piece-wise constant. In particular, we make use of frame fields, that are
4-PolyVector fields, composed by two 2-RoSy fields. Therefore, the above formulation
has to be extended to general directional objects, instead of a single vector. In this
section we will cover the formulation regarding frame fields.

A frame field is characterized by the following polynomial:

P (z) = (z2 − u2)(z2 − v2), (3.3)
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where u, v are the two 2-RoSy fields. Frame fields are utilized through their complex
coefficients x0 = u2v2 and x1 = −(u2 + v2), that are vectors themselves. These
coefficients exhibit certain properties. x0 represents the cross of bisectors between u
and v, while x1 measures their deviation from being a perfect cross (if x1 = 0 then u
and v form a perfect cross) [Dia+14]. Consequently, a cross field (4-RoSy field) is a
special case of frame field, characterized by P (z) = (z4 −w4), featuring four equal
vectors that form a perfect cross.

Based on the equation 3.2, the Levi-Civita Parallelity regarding frame fields be-
comes:

xf ,0(ēf )
4 = xg,0(ēg)

4, (3.4)

xf ,1(ēf )
2 = xg,1(ēg)

2. (3.5)

As this is defined using the coefficients, the final real vector factors can be trivially
obtained by solving the field polynomial for these coefficients. In the same manner as
before, cross fields are a more restricted case, with a therefore simpler formulation,
represented by (wf )

4(ēf )
4 = (wg)4(ēg)4.

3.3 Energy Minimization

Since we are interested in several field properties (e.g. alignment, smoothness, orthog-
onality), we will be using quadratic energy minimization to achieve the final result
balancing all of the properties. Each of the properties is represented by a different
energy. We will only be dealing with quadratic energies, from which we derive a linear
system to solve, containing all of the energies.

Using the LC connection (eq. 3.4, 3.5), the smoothness energy to be minimized for
cross fields is defined as:

Esmooth =
∑

e(f ,g)∈E

∣∣∣(wf )
4(ēf )

4 − (wg)
4(ēg)

4
∣∣∣2, (3.6)

and for frame fields as:

Esmooth =
∑

e(f ,g)∈E

∣∣∣xf ,0(ēf )
4 − xg,0(ēg)

4
∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣xf ,1(ēf )

2 − xg,1(ēg)
2
∣∣∣2. (3.7)

The optimal smoothness is for every pair of vectors (or directional objects) to be
LC-parallel across a common edge, which equals zero smoothness energy.

In the case of frame fields, orthogonality comes into play, which measures how
orthogonal the pair of 2-RoSy fields is. This is an important property, as it helps
in avoiding degenerate polygons when we perform the meshing. Orthogonality is
controlled by the energy:

Eorth =
∑
f∈F

∣∣∣xf ,1
∣∣∣2. (3.8)

However, an uncontrolled minimization of this will simply reduce the field to a cross
field, defeating the purpose of using general directional fields in the first place. We
control it by minimizing it together with other energies, namely smoothness and
alignment, while defining each one’s influence. Given an alignment energy Ea, that
is to be discussed in the next section, the total energy of the system will be of the
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form:
Etotal = λ1Esmooth + λ2Ealign + λ3Eorth, (3.9)

with λx representing the influence of the associated energy.

Each of the energies is of the form |Ax− b|2, where A is the coefficient matrix and
b is the constants vector. Therefore, the final Etotal will be of that form as well.
Minimizing such energy is commonly proven to be equivalent to solving the following
derived linear system:

ATAx = AT b, (3.10)

where AT is the conjugate transpose of the complex matrix A.

3.4 Quad meshing

The most common way to remesh a triangle mesh into a quadrilateral mesh is to
compute a frame field on the faces, and then integrate them to a parameterization
of surface to the plane. This is obtained by solving, for example, a Poisson equation
[BZK09]. Depending on the method used, the resulting parametrization can vary,
possibly affecting the number of singularities and quad length distortion. A grid
tessellation on the plane is then textured on the mesh by the inverse parameterization,
to become the consequent quad mesh. This process requires the cutting of the mesh
so that it has disc topology, where all the singularities are on its boundary, and then
taking care that the grid is seamless across the cut, both in alignment and in integer
transitions of the parameterization.
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Chapter 4

Methodology

4.1 Skinning-Guided Directional Fields

Our purpose is to design a directional field on a surface so that the resulting quad
mesh would deform as naturally as possible with the deforming mesh. The principles
of “natural deformation” that we ascribe to are:

• The mesh aligns to the shape of the bone in a region dominated by the movement
of one bone.

• The mesh aligns to creasing features, which are defined by regions where two or
more bones meet.

• The mesh is otherwise as smooth and isotropic as possible.

In relation to curvature-guided alignment, which was explored in the 2 section, a rigging
indicates how the mesh is going to deform. For static meshes, there are similar rules,
but incentivize alignment to principal curvature directions for quality quad meshing.
While an intuitive rigging is usually correlated with the principal curvature directions,
it is not always the case. Moreover, curvature directions are often noisy and hard to
align to directly, whereas a rigging provides a simple guiding skeleton. Later on in the
results section we will provide some comparison of different approaches.

4.2 Dominance Regions

To decide how much to align to bones, and to which, we require a method to determine
how much a face is dominated by such bones. We consider a single face f , with a
set of skinning weights {wf ,b}. Let us assume, without loss of generality, that the
bones are locally re-indexed so that the skinning weights are in descending order:{
wf ,1, · · · ,wf ,|B|

}
. We define the weight ωk as determining how much the first k

bones in the sorted order are dominant, as follows:

ωf ,k = k · (wf ,k −wf ,k+1) (4.1)

In that way, a face is perfectly controlled by a single bones only if it has weight 1,
perfectly by two bones only if they have a mutual weight of 0.5 (since wf ,2 ≤ 0.5 by
definition as wf are a partition of unity), and so on. In Figure 4.1 we show how the
dominance scores look for a typical rig. These regions are exclusive for each face, and
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Figure 4.1: Dominance regions for the entirety of the rigged mesh,
showing ω1 to ω3 from left to right respectively. The top two are
common rigs for animations, whereas the third has a non-trivial rig.

therefore we can display them on the entire mesh, unlike the weight functions that
have to be displayed per bone.

4.3 Soft Alignment Constraints

The purpose of giving dominance scores is to align the directional fields to the bones
correlating on how much these bones are dominant. For this, we first need to define
alignment to bones, and then form the alignment constraints.

Bone alignment Consider the normalized vector of the bone’s direction ~b (the sign
does not matter). Then, we use its projection ~bf on the face:

~bf = ~b− 〈~b, ~Nf 〉 ~Nf , (4.2)

with ~Nf being the normalized normal of face f . A visualization of this process can be
seen in the left part of Figure 4.2, illustrated by the red line. The obtained projection
is a tangent vector on f , which can therefore be represented as a complex vector,
as described in 3. Such projection can be close to zero; nevertheless, we note that
this happens for non-dominant bones, or cases where alignment is not of particular
importance (e.g. tips of fingers). Otherwise, projections that are close to zero mean
that the rigging is not fine enough. The algorithm does not need to assume anything
about the projection.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the projections of the bone(s) on a
triangle face. The bones are illustrated as green lines. Left: Example
projection of the bone in a 1-zone, highlighted in red. The blue line
represents the perpendicular to the projection. Right: Example of
the projections in a 2-zone. The red and orange lines represent the
main projections, while the blue and light blue lines represent the
perpendiculars respectively.

Alignment to dominant bones We create a soft alignment constraint for the case
of a single dominant bone as the unit cross-field, or formally:

c1
0 =

(
b̂f ,1

)4
, (4.3)

c1
1 = 0, (4.4)

with b̂f ,1 being the normalized ~bf ,1, where the purpose is to try and have a perfect
quad that is exactly aligned to the bone.

For the case of two dominant bones, we assume that this is the case close to a joint,
and therefore we have to vary the density so as to align to the crease. The density is
controlled using these scaling policies:

D =
∣∣∣〈~Gf ,ω1 ,~bf ,1〉

∣∣∣ (4.5)

s1 =

{
4 ·D, if angle(D) > 45
4, otherwise

s2 =

{
4 · (1−D), if angle(D) > 45
1, otherwise

where ~Gf ,ω1 is the normalized gradient of ω1 at face f and 0 < angle(D) < 90
degrees. The constant values in these metrics have been derived as fitting, after
repeated experimentation. The distinction of cases based on the angle is performed
to differentiate between two possible configurations of the two dominant bones: a)
forming an obtuse angle, and b) forming an acute angle. This doesn’t necessarily
require the bones to be connected, but these angles can be imagined by considering
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the closest edge of the bones as the connection point. The first case translates to D
giving a "small" angle, whereas giving a "large" angle for the latter, and therefore 45
was chosen. The objective is to obtain density along the bones for the case (a), and
perpendicular to the the bone for case (b). We base this assumption for movement to
having a representative rest pose as input.

Using these, the actual coefficients are created for face f , starting with the projections
of the relevant bones:

u = ~bf ,1, (4.6)

v = ~bf ,2, (4.7)

followed by two initial sets of coefficients t0,1 & t1,1 and t0,2 & t1,2, one for each
projection. The initial projections of this are visualized in Figure 4.2. Initially
representing perfect crosses, they are completed with the addition of the calculated
scaling policies respectively:

t0,1 = (s1 · u)2 ·
(
s2 · u⊥

)2
, (4.8)

t0,2 = (s1 · v)2 ·
(
s2 · v⊥

)2
, (4.9)

t1,1 = −
(
(s1 · u)2 +

(
s2 · u⊥

)2
)

, (4.10)

t1,2 = −
(
(s1 · v)2 +

(
s2 · v⊥

)2
)

. (4.11)

These are later blended to obtain the final coefficients for the two dominant
bones:

c2
0 =

wf ,1 · t0,1 +wf ,2 · t0,2
wf ,1 +wf ,2

, (4.12)

c2
1 =

wf ,1 · t1,1 +wf ,2 · t1,2
wf ,1 +wf ,2

. (4.13)

In the case of more than two bones, we assume that the region does not have specific
alignment (for instance, a joint region with many bones). As such, we opt to obtain
the smoothest and most isotropic cross field.

The field we finally align to is then blended with the dominance weights, only consid-
ering the first two dominance regions:

c0 =
ω1c

1
0 + ω2c

2
0

ω1 + ω2
, (4.14)
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and similarly for c1
1 and c2

1. Note that we don’t have a field for the cases k ≥ 3, and
that is since there is no proper alignment at such regions; our alignment energy in the
next section would be nulled in that case.

4.4 Putting the energies together

Our variables are the xf ,0,xf ,1 PolyVector coefficients per face f ∈ F , where we
minimize the following quadratic energy:

{x0,x1} = argmin (Ealign +Esmooth +Eorth) , (4.15)

Ealign =
∑
f∈F

α(f)Areaf

(
|xf ,0 − cf ,0|2 + |xf ,1 − cf ,1|2

)
(4.16)

Esmooth =
∑

(f ,g)∈E
β(f , g)Diamf ,g

(
|xf ,0 − xg,0|2 + |xf ,1 − xg,1|2

)
Eorth =

∑
f∈F

β(f)Areaf |xf ,1|2

The energies follow the forms that were discussed in previous sections, with the
addition of certain factors. Starting with the factors that control the global weight of
each energy per face:

α(f) = 0.6ωf ,1 + 0.2ωf ,2, (4.17)

which has the purpose of favoring ωf ,1 over ωf ,2, because we want faces with higher
ωf ,1 to enforce their alignment throughout the mesh. Subsequently, and derived from
α(f):

β(f) = 0.2ωf ,1 + 0.4ωf ,2 + 0.5ωf ,3, (4.18)

β(f , g) = β(f) + β(g)

2 (4.19)

where the constants used are the remainder from α(f) when subtracting from 1,
divided to be split between smoothness and orthogonality. There is no incentive
to favor either smoothness or orthogonality over the other, hence the split. β(f , g)
represents the smoothness case, since it is performed on pairs of faces. The higher
α(f) the more the face will try to align, and otherwise it will resort to being as smooth
and orthogonal as it possible.

Additionally, Areaf is the area of the face divided by the area of the largest face, and
is applied to alignment and orthogonality, to enforce relative impact based on size of
face. Diamf ,g is the diamond area of the respective edge, composed of 1/3rd of each
of the two involved faces.
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Finally, this system is solved by liner least squares, using a sparse Cholesky solver, to
obtain the resulting PolyVector field.
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Chapter 5

Results

The full process of our quad re-meshing algorithm, including input and intermediate
computation steps, is shown in figure 5.1. Some deformations in the form of poses
of this same mesh can be seen in figure 5.2. Our algorithm has been implemented
using libigl [JP+18] and Directional [Vax+], and almost all of our illustrations have
been visualized through those as well. We use libigl-native file formats and data
structures, and therefore any other type of input is converted to be able to be used
seamlessly. Namely, the mesh file format, for which we convert from several popular
input formats (.obj, .off, etc), and the skinning weights format, which will be expanded
on next.

In our experiments, the rigs are represented as a graph of vertices and edges, using a
libigl-native format. Unlike skinning weights, all of our rigs have been created natively,
so no conversion was necessary from other formats. For most of our illustrations,
we will be using the Bounded Biharmoninc Weights (BBW) [Jac+11] as skinning
weights, because they are more convenient to compute, due to compatibility with
our implementation. We use libigl to automatically convert the input surface mesh
to a tetmesh and then compute BBW based on that result, since BBW requires the
input to be a tetmesh. However, we only use the skinning for the surface mesh for
our method. Later on in this section we will also use Geodesic Voxel Binding (GVB)
[DDL14], which is and expand on their comparison. GVB is created and exported
using Maya 2017, and then converting it to be compatible with libigl. For the purpose
of comparing, creating GVB weights is very tedious, due to having to match the
already tedious BBW, and that requires manual labor. More on the comparison of
the two will come later.

Due to the composite nature of our method’s input, there are several factors influencing
the results: skinning weights, skeleton quality, rest pose, to name a few. Therefore,
for the results we will attempt to evaluate how our method performs when each of
those factors changes. In some cases, an intentionally bad input will be used, to
showcase how the method adapts to that, and/or how dependent it is on a decent input.
Furthermore, the method will be evaluated against static quad meshing methods, to
show the advantages of our dynamic meshing.

Initially, we will be testing our method on trivial case, for which we know how the
result should be like; typically, these cases are simple and intuitive. The purpose
at this point is to verify the correctness and robustness of our method. The two
examples that we are going to use for this phase are shown in figure 5.3, along with the
respective rigs. Given these meshes, what the result should be is trivial; in terms of
where the singularities should be, how the directional field should be aligning, and how
the resulting parametrization should look like. At this point, we assume good quality
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Figure 5.1: The complete pipeline of our method, from input to
output. 1: The input triangle mesh. 2: The rig to be used for
animating this mesh. 3: Highlighted GVB skinning weights for
selected bones, indicating key areas. 4: Key areas of the PolyVector
field computed from the input in steps 1, 2, and 3. 5: The whole
resulting quad mesh parametrization. 6: Close-ups on the key areas of
the parametrization, to notice the alignment along the rig/animation,
and the adapted density.
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Figure 5.2: Several deformations of our resulting parametrization.
The parametrization is aligned to the animation of the mesh, and it
exhibits higher density near joints. We can see that the mesh deforms
mostly around the areas that have higher density.

and representative skinning weights, that for these specific cases we have computed
using BBW. 5.4 shows the fields and parametrizations resulted from applying our
method on the presented input. In the case of the pear, the field is smooth and aligned
to the bones throughout the entirety of the mesh, with singularities appearing at the
tips of the bones. Whereas in the case of the box torus, the field is aligned evenly
around the closed loop of the torus, with singularities appearing only exactly where
the bones meet. We can also observe the directionals displaying alignment to both of
the bones in the areas near the singularities, where the influence of the two closest
bones becomes almost even.

Other than the alignment to the rig and the weights, our method also has the property
or displaying higher quad density on the areas of the mesh that are near the joints
(as defined by the skinning weights), that are going to be deformed the most. Our
density can be further split into to two types: along the bones, and perpendicular
to the bones. The first and more intuitive case is shown in 5.6, where by observing
the knee or upper thigh joints, we can see that the quad density is higher near the
joints of the skeleton. 5.2 can also be used as an example to observe the varying quad
density, mainly for this type of density. The second type of density is observed when
the two most dominant bones (not necessarily connected bones) of a region of the
mesh are more parallel than aligned, which results in perpendicular alignment. An
example of this can be seen in 5.5, on the wing of the displayed model. By observing
the wing, we can easily distinguish the higher density on the folds that the rig would
cause by animating the wing.

A key part of our method’s input are the skinning weights used, so as mentioned
in the beginning of the section, we will compare different skinning methods and
evaluate: a) how different skinning methods affect our results, and b) how dependent
the method is to good quality weights. Figure 5.7 shows a rigged mesh, along with
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Figure 5.3: Trivial cases. The rigs used to create 5.4. Left: A
2-bone rig to represent the pear’s body and tip. Right: A 4-bone
square shaped rig to represent the box torus.

three difference skinning methods, computed on given rig: a) Bounded Biharmonic
Weights, b) Geodesic Voxel Binding, and c) Piece-wise constant weights. Piece-wise
constant weights represent the simple notion of each vertex is only deformed by a
single bone. In this case, they are computed by taking the closest bone of each vertex,
and these are only here to provide insight on how important quality is. In 5.7 we can
clearly see that GVB has the better quality weights for this example. BBW tends
to be very dependent and sensitive on the placement of the bones, as they have to
be carefully spaced within the tetmesh. The quality and resolution of the tetmesh
itself is also a dependency. It can be often tedious to get a good result, since the
slightest change on the skeleton can have big impact on the resulting weights. On the
other hand, GVB is dependent on joint placement, but in contrast, it is much more
consistent in terms of quality. From our experiments, the best case of BBW does
not surpass GVB. Moving on to 5.8, we can easily observe that piece-wise constant
weights barely provide any density variance along the leg, which was expected as they
don’t have any smoothness in transitioning. BBW and GVB provide better results,
but GVB has the best result in terms of displaying higher density exactly near the
joints. BBW also displays that on the lower part of the leg, but the higher one suffered
due to worse skinning weights. In general, good quality skinning weights, like GVB in
this example, naturally display better results and especially in terms of higher density
near joints. Despite that, from observing the results that BBW gave here, the method
can still produce viable results from lower quality weights.

The second key component of the input is the rig used. Our method. much like actual
animations, is especially dependent on the quality of the rig, because of the direct
relation it has with our alignment of the directional field, as opposed to the skinning
weights quality, which had a more indirect effect. We will examine two characteristics
of a skeleton: a) resolution, and b) bone/joint placement. 5.9 shows two different
rigs for the displayed mesh, with their obvious difference of the top one utilizing a
minimal number of bones to represent the mesh, while the bottom one has more bones
to better approximate the general shape. These resolution cases may be extreme, and
one can easily create rigs of intermediate resolution as well, but these are used to
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Figure 5.4: Trivial cases. Directional fields of the input illustrated in
5.3 and their respective parametrizations.
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Figure 5.5: Showcase of the varying density between ’parallel’ bones.
Top: The resulting parametrization, highlighting the wing. Bottom
right: The bones composing the wing. Bottom left: Sample
deformation on the wing, showing how the higher density is where the
deformation happens.
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Figure 5.6: Showcase of the varying density on joints between
consecutive bones. Top: The resulting parametrization. Bottom:
Highlighting the higher density along the legs.
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Figure 5.7: Three different types of skinning weights, and the rig
used to compute them. Bounded Biharmonic Weights,
Geodesic Voxel Binding, and Piece-wise constant weights.

Figure 5.8: Top: The directional field computed based on the rig
shown 5.7, for each of the skinning methods described. Bottom: The
resulting quad parametrization.
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Figure 5.9: Top: Low rig resolution, with minimal bones and
parametrization that barely approximate the mesh. Bottom: Higher
rig resolution for better approximation and improved parametrization.

highlight the effect it can have. For this example, one is not necessarily objectively
better than the other, but the bottom parametrization much better aligns with the
overall shape of the mesh. The next comparison is shown in 5.10, indicating bad bone
placement throughout the mesh, that does not approximate its topology well enough,
in the sense that there are joints where there should not have been, and the bones
don’t properly follow the mesh. The difference in result is obvious on the right hand
side of the figure.

The third discrete component of the input is a composite one: the input rest pose.
This is the pose that both the mesh and rig are in when they are being used as input
to the method. Needless to say, they have to be in the same rest pose, since the rig
should be based on the mesh after all. In our case, given a single bone, a good rest
transformation for that bone would be about the center/average of all the intended
possible transformations that it is supposed to undergo. An example can be seen in
5.11, where at the top we can see an example of a good rest pose regarding the arms,
while at the bottom is a worse one. An arm of that composition as in the figure has
essentially an entire hemisphere as a movement space. Therefore, a good rest pose for
it would be to be extended completely to its respective side (left or right). As a result,
we can see on the right hand side of the figure that parametrizing with a better rest
pose allows us to create the desired pose with a much better quad alignment around
the arm joint. Whereas the bottom example used that pose as input instead, and the
result does not align as intuitively to that joint. Even this slight deviation is proven
to have significant impact on the result.

When it comes to the input triangle mesh itself, assuming a generally good trian-
gulation, an important factor is the polygon count. Our method’s results are not
directly affected by the polygon count. However, in principle, significantly low triangle
resolution implies less detail and therefore less information extracted from the mesh.
This is apparent in the top example of figure 5.12, and specifically the hands of the
model. Since the polygon count was not high enough, the directional field was not
smooth enough around certain areas. Moving to the higher polygon count examples
below, we can see improvement in the area of the hand. In the cases of areas where
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Figure 5.10: Top: Bad rig placement/transformations, not
capturing the topology well enough. Bottom: Quality rig that results
in a much better parametrization.
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Figure 5.11: Different rest pose example. Top: Field created with a
proper rest pose, and then deformed to obtain the configuration on
the right. Bottom: Field created with a less good rest pose, and then
parametrized. Notice the difference in quad alignment on the
shoulders.
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Figure 5.12: Three different triangle resolutions for input meshes,
and the results produced. Middle: Low resolution. Bottom:
Medium resolution. Top: High resolution.

there was enough information though, like the upper thigh, we can see that all three
examples managed to capture both the alignment, and the density needed. Moreover,
a mesh has the factor of size, which is being taken into account during parametrization,
and is used a scaling for the quads. Throughout this section the meshes used for the
example have been of varying size.

The examples we have seen so far have been, for the most part, in three categories:
meshes that a) are suitable for animation, b) have intuitive and suitable topology
for a rig, and c) do not have very and many sharp features along the surface of the
mesh. An example doesn’t necessarily exclusively belong to a single of these categories.
Now we are going to examine certain cases, where our method is not very suitable by
principle. One case is shown in figure 5.13, which is neither suitable for animation, nor
does it have clear topology for a rig. Cases like this this block a lot of our method’s
benefits. Trying to go for a normal rig here can provide arbitrary results, as we can
see in the figure. It would possibly be better if we tried to guide the field using a
non-realistic rig, to obtain a better resulting quad mesh. Another example can be
seen in 5.14, which is not suitable for animation, and it has a lot of sharp features.
Our method cannot capture these features and does not enforce alignment to such
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Figure 5.13: Example process on a non-suitable mesh, which has
neither clear features that can guide a skeleton, nor is it round enough
on the surface.

Figure 5.14: Example process on a non-suitable mesh, which consists
of a lot of sharp features, and no features that can guide a skeleton.

sharp features, since it doesn’t explicitly consider surface features.

After examining the method within its own context, we will proceed to compare it with
a static meshing method, as figure 5.15 shows. This parametrization was obtained by
applying curl reduction on the input directional field. The aim is to make the field as
integrable as possible, which results in the parametrization approximating the input
field as much as possible. This is a property we don’t enforce. As we can see from
the figure, the parametrization on the right has fewer singularities, as the field was
specifically optimized for that. Whereas our method displays clear alignment to the
mesh and higher density near the joint areas.

Lastly, figures 5.16 and 5.17 illustrate a quad mesh obtained after remeshing using
our parametrization. The deformation shown in 5.17 was done before the remeshing,
on the triangulated input mesh, but the parametrization used for both cases was the
same.
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Figure 5.15: Comparison between our method and a static meshing
method. Left: Our method’s parametrization. Right:
Parametrization obtained from [Vax+].
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Figure 5.16: Quad mesh after performing remeshing on the
triangulated input mesh using our parametrization. Scaled jacobian
[Knu00a; Knu00b] average: 0.969; minimum: 0.024.
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Figure 5.17: Quad mesh after performing remeshing on the
deformed triangulated input mesh using our parametrization. Scaled
jacobian average: 0.964; minimum: 0.019.
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Chapter 6

Discussion

Both by design, and after evaluating the performance of our method in the previous
section, certain limitations have become apparent. There is definitely room for
improvement, especially in the areas where the method fails by design.

The first noticeable issue is the lack of curl optimization, a core element that helps
reducing the seams on the parametrization [Dia+15]. Moreover, reducing curl can
also improve the positioning of singularities, making them more natural; depending on
the initial field of course. Lower curl also means more integrable directional field, and
therefore a more representative quad mesh. Introducing curl reduction in our system
could either be incorporated in our optimization step, or be applied as a post-process
step, as described in [Dia+15].

The method additionally does not perform well on sharp features, such as sharp angles
along a surface, as observed in 5.14. This can be a deal-breaker when it comes to
such cases, as it is very important. Methods that design directional fields based on
curvature directions usually do a better job at capturing such sharp features. It is also
valid for such traits to appear on animatable meshes. A way to counter this would
be to specifically adjust input rigs to try to capture sharp features themselves, by
guiding them along sharp areas. Another solution could be to combine our method
with already existing ways to detect sharp features and use them as constraints.

Lastly, as observed from the previous section during testing, our method can be
sensitive to certain elements of its already specific input. A great example would be
the skeleton that accompanies the given mesh, which was further explained in the
previous section, since some rig mesh combinations will not work very well, and may
need tweaking before being used as input.
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